
METAL CEILING SYSTEMS





We are pleased to introduce ourselves as, Technics Middle East FZC, As a leading Manufacturer, Exporter, and 
Supplier, of a comprehensive range of building products that includes Expanded metal products, Partition and 
Ceiling profiles, Metal Ceiling systems and Cable tray management systems, Under our brand name FERREX.







Ferrex is home to a variety of tile options such as

For signature spaces, special options such as Clip in tile metal ceilings together with spring T grid systems are 
avaiable for a seamless finish.

And standard tiles can be provided as far as conventional grid systems are concerned.





















Ferrex tiles and grid systems are manufactured in RAL 9003. Upon request  the tiles 
and grids can be manufactured in the RAL options shown below or manufactured as 

per client specific  RAL requirements. 







In order to provide excellent acoustic solutions, Ferrex perforated tiles come included with non-woven 
sound absorption in lays in order to achieve non-reflective acoustical performance.

COLOUR SPECIFICATIONS

Reducing noise in some design spaces such as hotels, hospitals and o�ces is very important. Therefore 
Ferrex provides sound absorbing in lays in order to reduce the reflective noise in a closed indoor space. 

When it comes to space, then not all panels can be used as per advantage. After conducting many tests it has 
been found that DIN EN 20354 and DIN EN ISO 116554 are the panels that meet the sound absorption values that 
are required in space.

If you want to improve the acoustics in a certain room or reduce echo, then perforated metal ceilings should be 
used. This is because perforation on a panel directly a�ects the sound absorption values of a material.
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